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Presentation Overview
◦Motivation
◦ Background
◦ What is a neutron spin filter (NSF)?
◦ Why use NSF?

◦Developing 3He polarizer and analyzer
◦Optimization techniques
◦Applications on CHRNS Neutron Spin Echo (NSE) Spectrometer
◦ Closing Remarks
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Project Motivation
Neutron Spin Echo 

Spectrometer
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Polarized Neutron Scattering

Moon et al, Phy. Rev.181, 920 (1969)

Cross Sections:

◦ Study magnetic 
systems

◦ Measure four cross 
sections
◦ Example:
◦ Polarize spin-up
◦ Collect spin-down

◦ Separate magnetic 
scattering from 
nuclear scattering

(Polarization analysis)

Slide courtesy of Joelle Baer
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Presentation Notes
Sample contains nuclear & magnetic properties that can be detected using neutron scatteringPolarize beam to get preferred spin state, the flipper controls the state that’s incident on the sampleBy duplicating the configuration in front of the sample on the back side we can spin-analyze scatter neutron polarizationUsing four cross sectional analysis we can separate out nuclear & magnetic informationCan integrate the polarizer and flipper into one device -> NSF



Neutron Spin Filter (NSF)

K.P. Coulter et al, NIM A 288, 463 (1990)

polarized 
outgoing 
neutrons

unpolarized
incoming 
neutrons

polarized 
3He

3He Isotope

◦ Neutron Spin Filters:
1. Polarize broad wavelength 

band of neutrons

2. Polarize larger & widely 
divergent neutron beams

3. Integrate polarizer and flipper 
capabilities

◦ Strong spin-dependent 
neutron absorption cross 
section

H
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Presentation Notes
Transmission-based neutron-polarizing device3He neutron spin filters can:Polarize a broad wavelength band of neutrons effectivelyPolarize larger and widely divergent neutron beamsEfficiently flip the neutron polarization by reversing the 3He nuclear polarization using the AFP NMR techniqueSuccessfully integrated the polarizer and flipper into one deviceCombine the function of 4 devices on the beam line into 23He has a strong spin-dependent neutron absorption cross section, making it ideal for a NSF3He nuclear polarization is dominated by the unpaired neutron (protons are already paired)Single neutron wants to be “paired-off”Wants to become a stable isotope 4He 3He isotope will absorb the neutron in the unpaired spin stateWhy 3He?Cheaper than Ar/XeObtaining laser w/ preferred wavelength (laser power)Cost of lasers themselves (repurposed from military)



What is a 3He Cell? 

Blush

Reliance

Mozart

◦ Boron-free aluminosilicate 
GE180 glass container

◦ Filled with pressurized 3He

◦ Combination of Rb/K 
distilled metals

◦ Variety of shapes & sizes
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Presentation Notes
Boron is a neutron absorber, don’t want to absorb neutrons in the glassTypical neutron transmission of 0.87 at 5Ang for a typical large spin filter cellCombination of aluminum and silicon Glass in blown by hand and on cite (@ NIST)Thoroughly cleaned before attached to vacuum system Can’t polarize 3He directly with this configurationDifferent laser wavelengthCan’t polarizer large amounts of 3HeWould have to change lab over to a different configurationMetastability Exchange Optica Pumping (MEOP) Method to polarize 3He directly Cells in pic have polarized beam capability on:CHRNS, Multi-Axis Crystal Spectrometer (MACS)Require 2 Reliance analyzer cells to cover same range as Mozart



Polarizing the Cell Spin-Exchange Optical 
Pumping (SEOP)

1. Polarize rubidium (Rb)/potassium (K) 
electrons

2. Spin exchange between Rb/K and 3He 
nuclei

◦ Heat 3He cell to vaporize Rb/K

◦ Fully illuminate near infrared 
laser light on cell

◦ Photons excite electrons in the 
metal 

Diagram of SEOP Station
Schematic from Wangchun Chen
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Presentation Notes
Two steps are needed to polarize the 3He:Polarization of the Rb/KPolarize Rb electrons in the vapor phase Polarize K through spin-exchange collision of Rb atoms with K atoms-Transfers Rb polarization to KSpin exchange between the Rb/K and the 3He nucleus-Rb and K atoms collide with 3HeSlow process, resulting in long time constants for polarizing 3He (typically from several hours to a few tens of hours) 



Polarizing the Cell

◦ Hyperfine 
interaction between 
Rb/K and 3He

◦ Cool cell before 
moving to beamline

◦ 1-2 days to prep for 
experiment

3He SEOP Setup
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Presentation Notes
Two steps are needed to polarize the 3He:Polarization of the Rb/KPolarize Rb electrons in the vapor phase Polarize K through spin-exchange collision of Rb atoms with K atoms-Transfers Rb polarization to KSpin exchange between the Rb/K and the 3He nucleus-Rb and K atoms collide with 3HeSlow process, resulting in long time constants for polarizing 3He (typically from several hours to a few tens of hours) Transition:Large space required to polarize cell, but we don’t have that much space on the beamlineNeed for magnetically shielded solenoidDeveloping in situ to polarize on the beamlineAs of right now, however, this is what we have and it doesn’t fit on the beamline



Magnetically Shielded Solenoid

Diagram from M. T. Hassan

◦ Optimize 3He cell lifetime
◦ T1

d-d - Dipole-dipole
◦ T1

wall - Cell wall
◦ T1

fg - Field gradient

Diagram of Magnetically Shielded Solenoid
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Presentation Notes
Focus of this project is to optimize the last term3He cell polarization decays once spin-exchange optical pumping process endsMagnetically shielded solenoid is required to supply uniform magnetic field to maintain polarization of cellA magnetically shield solenoid is designed and constructed to preserve the 3He cell polarization  on the neutron beamlineMain solenoid is wound around an aluminum cylinder and placed inside a cylindrical mu-metal shieldTo counteract the inhomogeneities in the magnetic field due to the solenoid’s edge affects, two smaller compensation coils are attached to both ends of the deviceUse two borated aluminum disks as neutron shieldsRadio frequency (RF) sleeve, orthogonal to the magnetic field produced by the solenoid, is used to invert the 3He polarization using adiabatic fast passage (AFP) NMRPurpose of this project is to minimize the relaxation time term due to the field-gradient (1/T1fg) to improve the cell lifetimeT1d-d:  theoretical limit depending on instrument/cell pressure (how close the atoms are together...cell pressure)T1wall:   minimized by NIST within the last 20 years



Magnetically Shielded Solenoid

Side View 

RF 
Sleeve

NMR 
Coil

Front View 

3He Cell
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Give an idea of what the device looks like outside of the schematic Integrated Polarizer and the flipper into a single neutron polarizing deviceLength:  18cmOuter Diameter:  14cmRF Length:  14cmRF Diameter:  10cm



◦ Computer controlled 
mapping system

◦ 3-axis Hall probe & 
Fluxgate magnetometer

◦ Axial & vertical 
translation

Field Mapping Setup 

Z

Y

Optimization of End Compensation
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Presentation Notes
The number of turns around each compensation coil can be adjusted to optimize the magnetic field gradients of the deviceField gradients of the device is optimized using a magnetometer field mapping system and the free-induction decay (FID) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technique A computer controlled mapping system was used for field mappingA 3-axis Hall probe (Lakeshore model 460) and a Fluxgate magnetometer were used to measure the field intensityFluxgate:  Lower fields (>10 Gauss)Hall Probe:  High fields (<10 Gauss)The mapper could translate in two directions:Axial direction (z-axis)Vertical direction (y-axis)



◦ Scan length of device plus 3 cm 
on either side (0-24 cm)

◦ Take B-Field measurement 
every 0.2 cm

Optimization of End Compensation
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Presentation Notes
Scan entire length of the device plus 3cm on either side (0-24cm)Take field measurement every 0.2cmAverage three scans for each configurationsEnergize each coil individually – justification for Three Gaussian Fit FunctionObserve data is rather “noisy”Noise from the DAQ (Data acquisition system)In graph, the # represents the # of windings around each compensation coil



Optimization of End Compensation

◦Fit scan with a 
superposition of three 
Gaussian functions
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Presentation Notes
Fit average of three scans with superposition of Three Gaussian functionsFit is good enough for the purposes of calculating the gradientCould fit with solenoid function, but have effects from the mu-metal -> model as a step function Anti-Symmetry in graph:Experimentally, cannot exclusively characterize the anti-symmetryDevice isn’t mechanically symmetricImperfections in windings or mu-metalEnd cap w/ mu-metal has 2 layers, back end doesn’t have an end cap -> one side has more material, better shielding



Optimization of End Compensation

◦ Scan multiple end 
compensation winding 
configurations
◦ Vary number of turns

◦ Calculate field gradient 
(8 – 16 cm)

Best Configuration
Front 6, Back 7
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many field maps were taken along the axis of the magnetoastatic cavity w/ a different number of turns simulated on each endCalculate field gradient to determine the most homogeneous field configurationFound Front 6, Back 7 configuration to have the lowest field gradientCorresponds to most uniform magnetic field along the axis of the deviceImproves efficacy of the device at preserving the cell lifetime



Optimization of End Compensation

◦Manual maps limit 
noise from DAQ

◦Gradient: ∂Bz/∂x
B

◦ Scan:  5.6 x 10-4  cm-1

◦ Manual:  4.8 x 10-4  cm-1
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Presentation Notes
Taking manual maps of the optimized configurations limit the amount of noise generated by the DAQManually record magnetic field every 0.5cm over the 0 to 24cm rangeUncertainty in gradient:Fit parametersDAQ noise 



Testing the Cell Lifetime
◦ Characterize field 

gradients on PHADES 
neutron beamline

◦ Cell lifetime:  
107.4 ± 0.2 hours

◦ Confirms previous 
optimization results
◦ Front 6, Back 7

Plot of 3He polarization

PHe,

PHe,

Enlarged plot 
from left

4 – 10 hours
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Presentation Notes
By measuring the neutron transmission over time, can measure the 3He polarization/lifetimeConfirming the pervious optimization results/process/configuationTesting the cell lifetime is one way to characterize the field gradientThe relaxation times (T1) of the polarized 3He cells are measured to characterize the field gradients of the solenoid on the PHADES beamlinePolarized 3He And Detector Experiment Station (PHADES)From the measurement of T1, we can solve for the relaxation time associated with the magnetic field gradientWant to minimize that valueVerified that the Front 6, Back 7 configuration had the larges T1 value (smallest 1/T1)Longer Cell Lifetime:Improving time-average polarized neutronic performanceLess labor intensive (don’t have to change cells as frequently)Data for optimized configuration:  Front 6, Back  7Nebbiolo cell



Flipping the 3He Cell Polarization 
◦ 3He magnetic moment (µ) 

precess about B0
◦ Larmor Frequency:  ω=γB0

◦ Oscillating B1 orthogonal to B0
causes µ to precess about B1

◦ Adiabatic Fast Passage
(AFP) Condition
◦ Rotation rate (ω′)<< Larmor 

Frequency (ω)

3He

B0

µ

3He Precession
Rotating 
Frame

B0

B1

µ

3He

3He

end

3He

start

3H
e

ω′ < γB0

Flipping 3He Polarization
Schematic from Joelle Baer
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This brings us to the second part of my project…..3He magnetic moment aligns with the main magnetic field B0Uncertainty principle dictates that µ is not perfectly aligned with B0µ precesses about B0 with a frequency given by ω=γB0 (γ is the gyromagnetic ratio) known as the Larmor FrequencyApplying an oscillating field orthogonal to B0 causes µ to precess about B1Invert the 3He polarization using adiabatic fast passage NMREffectively invert the spin polarization of the cell



Building the RF Sleeve
◦ Sheet of Teflon rolled into 

a cylinder

◦ 8 cm2 hole for cell tip-off

◦ 2.5 cm on either end for 
interlocking tabs

◦ ~0.5 cm slits in sinusoidal 
distribution

2 cm

4 cm

14
 c

m

36.4 cm

31.4 cm

Schematic from Wangchun Chen
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Presentation Notes
A specially designed sinusoidal RF sleeve, placed between the main solenoid and the 3He cell, is used to generate an RF signal to invert the spin polarization of the cellEffectively flips the neutron polarizationSheet of Teflon rolled into a cylinder8cm2 hole in center for cell tip-off2.5cm on either end to make interlocking tabs.5cm slits in sinusoidal distributionCreates magnetic field orthogonal to the main magnetic field produced by the solenoidReason for cylindrical sleeveUse complicated design to avoid any material from being in the path of the neutron beamUsing a typical rectangular coil is not as efficient



Building the RF Sleeve
◦ 48 slits wound 

with 22 AWG Cu 
wire

◦ Unique sinusoidal 
winding pattern

◦ Right Hand Rule

◦ Creates B Field 
(B1) orthogonal to 
main field (B0)

B1 B1

B0
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Presentation Notes
Winding:Down the inside, along the rim’s edge, up the inside Unique winding pattern so the magnetic field produced from each winding adds constructively with the winding across from itPattern is dictated by the Right Hand RuleCreates magnetic field orthogonal to the main magnetic field produced by the solenoidCan flip the polarization of the 3He cell while still preserving the cell lifetime Integrated Polarizer and the flipper into a single neutron polarizing device



Testing the RF Sleeve

◦ Free Induction Decay 
(FID) Signal from NMR 
pick-up coil 

◦ 180° phase shift after 
AFP inversion

◦ 4 x 10-4 loss in 
polarization

180°
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Presentation Notes
Testing the efficiency of the RF sleeve at inverting the polarization of the 3He cellUsing the Adiabatic Fast Passage (AFP) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniqueThus, the NSF can effectively flip the neutron polarizationBecause of the space constrain w/ this device we don’t get as strong an NMR signal as theory 99.96% flipping efficiency  



Application on NSE Spectrometer
Neutron Spin Echo 

Spectrometer
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Presentation Notes
Schematic showing where our polarizer and analyzer fit on the NSEIn all, we made 2 device for NSE spectrometer this summerTransition:Potential Application



Application on NSE Spectrometer
Neutron Spin Echo 

Spectrometer

NSF 
Device

◦ New measurement capability 
◦ Intensity Modulated Neutron 

Spin Echo Spectroscopy
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Presentation Notes
With use of the NSF polarizer & analyzer on the NSE we are developing a new measurement capability, Intensity Modulated Neutron Spin Echo spectroscopy (IMNSE)Polarized beam capability Separation of spin-coherent from incoherent scattering signal
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Making a 3He Cell 

Rb
Retort

K 
Retort

Cell
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Photos from M. T. Hassan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A glass manifold (“string”) with cell attackedOn each arm of the string there is a small dip, referred to as the “retort,” into which alkali-metal will be distilled before being distilled into the cellThe string is attached to the vacuum system by a glass to metal seal followed by a metal-sealed flange
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